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lawrence of arabia the authorized biography of t e - this is an exhaustive not exhausting biography written in a distinctly
academic manner which should satisfy those who wish to experience the world of t e lawrence, seven pillars of wisdom
illustrated with working toc - this is the exciting and highly literate story of the real lawrence of arabia as written by
lawrence himself who helped unify arab factions against the occupying turkish army circa world war i lawrence has a
novelist s eye for detail a poet s command of the language an adventurer s heart a soldier s great story and his memory and
intellect are at least as good as all those, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns
out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux
created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back
words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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